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Reviewer's report:

The study deals with interesting topic in generally understudied population of Arab athletes with regard to doping and PES. Data of particular importance for development of preventive campaigns and strategies against doping in Saudi Arabia. However, manuscript is generally under-prepared and in some parts poorly written. Therefore, I strongly suggest authors to make additional efforts in improving the paper. Some comments are noted below.

I will focus only on general comments, because if authors decide to do these changes, additional review will be necessary.

General comments:
Paper is technically not well prepared. For example, there are several one-two sentence paragraphs (see for example Introduction - 6th para, text starting with "The WADA social etc.", or previous paragraph, part of Discussion, etc. It is widely accepted that 3 sentences are minimum for paragraph length.

Introduction is scattered (as well as Discussion - see later). There is no clear "connecting line" between parts of the text, and authors "jump" from one topic to another with no evident connection. I strongly suggest authors to define some logical between parts of the text, and then to rewrite the Intro completely.

Same problem is evident in Discussion. My opinion is that authors should start the Discussion with "main findings" and then use those main findings as some type of "subheadings" of the Discussion section. In its present form parts of the Discussion are actually "Results" (see 2-3rd para of the Discussion), while other parts are more suitable for Intro (6th para of the Discussion, text starting with "However, etc.").

Also, I strongly disagree with the common concept of equalization of PES and doping. The equalization of these terms is not justified. Take care on it, in some parts of the text you use these terms interchangeably.

Discussion lacks "real discussion" of results and comparison with previous studies, theoretical (at least) explanations of differences in findings between presented and results of previous studies, etc.
As I said, investigation is interesting, but paper needs additional work. 
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